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BACKGROUND
OBJECTIVE
To measure and quantify the effects of mobile phone
di i h i k d i kstract on on cras r s an r s compensatory
behaviours of young drivers.
A group of distracted drivers were exposed on a
SCOPE
virtual road network consisting of urban and
suburban environment using the Advanced Driving
Simulator of CARRS‐Q.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Advanced Driving Simulator of CARRS-Q
 A complete Holden Commodore vehicle
1800 driver’s view with three front‐view projectors
 Simulated rear view mirror images
 6 degree‐of‐freedom motion base
 Surround sound for engine and environment noise
 Data are recorded at rates up to 20 Hz
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To participate in this research, a participant needs to
 Be between 18 and 26 years of  age
Participants
 Hold either a provisional or open Australian issued 
driver’s  license
 Have experiences of  using mobile phone while driving
 NOT have a history of  motion sickness or epilepsy
 NOT currently pregnant
Males = 16 Females = 16
Sample Size
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiment Details
 Questionnaire
The experiment has mainly two parts:
 Demographics
 Driving History
 Mobile Phone Use while Driving
 Driving Behaviour: Aggressiveness, Sensation Seeking.
 Driving Activity Load Index: DALI
 D i i th Si l t i th ditir v ng e mu a or n ree con ons
 Without phone conversation
 With hands-free phone conversation
 With hand-held phone conversation
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Mobile Phone Conversation
Cognitive type of conversation task
Requires simultaneous storage and processing of
information
Questions Answer Comment
Q1 Felix is darker than Alex. Who is the 
lighter of the two?
Alex
Q2 If Jim walks twice as fast as Paul who Paul       ,  
is most likely to finish last?
Q3 If a car drove 360 Km in six hours, how 
fast was the car going in km per hour?
60 Km/h
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Driving Route
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Gap Acceptance Scenario
How do distracted drivers accept a gap?
Roundabout
Give‐way intersection
D i
STOP‐sign intersection
Driven car
r ven car
Driven car
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Car Following Scenario
Plan View i ’ i
Is there any difference in car following behaviours of distracted drivers?
Dr ver s V ew
Driven car
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Traffic Light Changes to Amber
Plan View
How is the response of
distracted drivers at the onset
of an amber light?
Driver’s View
Driven car
Plan View
Driven car
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A vehicle in front suddenly brakes Does the reaction time impair by 
phone conversations?
Plan View Driver’s View
Overtaking Scenario
Driven car
Driven car
 
How is the overtaking behaviour of 
distracted drivers?
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Hazards
How do distracted drivers react in unlikely road events?
Plan View Driver’s View
Driven car
A car suddenly moves into the driven vehicle’s way from an on-street parking
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Hazards
How do distracted drivers react in unlikely road events?
Plan View
Driver’s View
A car suddenly drifts onto the driven vehicle’s lane from the opposite 
direction on a road bend 
OBSERVED FINDINGS
 Distracted drivers tend have a larger variability in their driving
speed.
 Cell phone conversions might impair the reaction time of a
driver Distracted drivers seem to take a longer time to press the.
brake pedal in hazardous events.
 Drivers tend to compensate for the increased risk of phone
conversation by keeping a longer headway.
 Distracted drivers tend to accept a longer gap in gap acceptance
iscenar os.
 Distraction effects tend to be similar for hand‐free and hand‐
held phone conversions but drivers seem to have a larger turning
radius while using a hand‐held phone.
